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ABSTRACT 
Although telephone banking service has been available for almost five years 
in Hong Kong, there is limited research on this subject. Therefore, this research 
aims at providing an exploratory study on the demographic, attitudinal or 
psychographic characteristics of users and non-users of telephone banking service in 
Hong Kong so as to help the banks to better segment the market and develop more 
cost effective marketing strategies and tactics. 
Results from the survey research showed that there is a high level of 
awareness of telephone banking service in Hong Kong. Television and radio 
advertising are the primary media, through which people get to know about the 
service. Among those who have heard of the service, about half of them have used 
the service before. " I need a convenient and efficient banking service. ” is the major 
reason for using the service. Nearly one-third of those who have used telephone 
banking services before use the service once per month. Account balance enquiry, 
fund transfer and foreign exchange rate enquiry are the three most frequently used 
telephone banking services. A high percentage of users are satisfied with the service. 
The major reason why non-users do not use telephone banking services is 
because they do not perceive the need of using it. Also, they do not understand very 
clearly the functions of telephone banking service. 
Attitudinally，there is a significant difference between users and non-users 
towards the service. Users tend to have more favorable attitudes towards the service, 
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specifically on accessibility, time saving and perceived advantages. 
Users and non-users of telephone banking service also demonstrate significant 
differences on two psychographic factors, namely, time consciousness and risk taking. 
Compared with non-users, users of telephone banking service tend to be more time 
conscious and are more likely to be risk takers. 
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According to government statistics!, by the end of 1992, there were 164 
licensed banks in Hong Kong with 1,409 branch offices, serving some 5.9 million 
people. Due to the high bank-to-population ratio, bank competition was keen in Hong 
Kong, especially in the retail sector. 
Retail banks in Hong Kong engaged in both price and non-price competition, 
although the former was found to be less important compared with the latter (Chan, 
1986; Tai, 1986; Wu, 1985). Price competition meant the offering of attractive rates 
for the acquisition of time deposits. Since the banking industry was highly regulated 
by the government, there was little room for banks to differentiate themselves by 
price competition. Consequently, banks turned to non-price competition in the bid 
for a larger market share (Ho et al., 1990). 
The primary non-price competitive tools included establishing more branches, 
operating longer hours and providing free services. However, as these tactics were 
more or less adopted by most of the banking institutions, they lost their competitive 
edge. As a result, banks resorted to the offering of better and newer services as a 
competitive tool. The introduction of electronic fund transfer systems in Hong Kong 
represented one such movement towards providing customers with better and more 
‘ Hong Kong Government, 1993 、 
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efficient services. 
Perhaps the most widely used electronic fund transfer system in Hong Kong 
was automated teller machine (ATM). In 1980, the two largest banks in Hong Kong 
-the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation and the Standard Chartered Bank, 
introduced A T M in the territory. According to Chan (1993)，at the end of 1993， 
there were about 1,400 automated teller machines available in Hong Kong. With 
transactions for each A T M amounting to 1,000 per day while the international 
average was just 7,000 per month, Hong Kong probably boasted the highest usage 
rate in the world. 
Another electronic fund transfer system that had attained substantial growth 
in possession and use among consumers in Hong Kong was credit card. In October 
1993, there were around 2.7 million bank credit cards in circulation in Hong Kong. 
And about 1.5 to 2 million of Hong Kong residents were credit cardholders. This 
meant that on average, each credit cardholder in Hong Kong was using about 1.5 
cards (Hui, 1993). 
Although electronic fund transfer at point of sale (EFTPOS) system might be 
less successful than A T M and credit card in terms of popularity in the territory, its 
introduction in June 1985 pushed the development of electronic fund transfer system 
in Hong Kong one step forward. EFTPOS system, more commonly known as the 
easy pay system (EPS) in Hong Kong, allowed a customer to pay for goods and 
services at the merchant's location (for example a camera shop) by transferring funds 
from the customer's bank account to the shop's account either immediately or at the 
end of the day. Any account holder with a debit card and Personal Identification 
Number (PIN) could effect an EFTPOS transaction. By entering transaction data into 
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the electronic payment network at the time and place of sale, the system promoted the 
paperless transfer of funds in transactions between customers and business (Ho, 
1991). 
Hong Kong was probably the only place in the world to operate a single 
coordinated EFTPOS system shared by all the major banks. The close co-operation 
between all major banks made Hong Kong among the first to establish a cashless 
shopping system nation-wide. By the end of 1988, 700 merchants were participating 
in the EPS system, with 1,860 terminals installed (Ho, 1991). 
The rapid adoption of ATM, credit card and EPS provided evidence that 
consumers in Hong Kong accepted new ideas easily. As people became more mature 
in carrying out their banking transactions through new technology, banks introduced 
Telephone Banking Service in Hong Kong. 
Although telephone banking service (any toll-free telephone service which 
allows any person to have access to financial information and/or to carry out banking 
transactions) has been introduced for almost five years��there is limited research on 
the subject. Therefore, it is useful to provide an exploratory study on the users 
(people who have ever acquired any financial information and/or carried out any 
banking transactions via telephone banking service in Hong Kong) and non-users 
(people who are aware of telephone banking service but have neither acquired any 
financial information nor carried out any banking transactions via any telephone 
banking service in Hong Kong) of telephone banking service in an attempt to provide 
data which would be useful to bank marketers in segmenting markets and developing 
2 The first bank to install a fully computerized automated voice response telephone banking system in 
Hong Kong was Wing Hang Bank in April 1989. 
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marketing strategies for their telephone banking services. Following from this, seven 
research questions were addressed. 
1. What is the awareness level of telephone banking service in Hong Kong? 
Since consumers would not use a new product or service until they are aware 
of it, it is important to measure the awareness level of telephone banking service in 
Hong Kong. I f it is found that the awareness level is too low，the marketing 
objective of telephone banking service providers would be to increase the awareness 
level of the service rather than to increase market share or to increase usage 
frequency, etc. 
2. How do people leam about telephone banking service in Hong Kong? 
In order to increase the awareness level of telephone banking service in Hong 
Kong, bank marketers may promote the service in various ways. For example, they 
may advertise in television and radio，provide information leaflet inside the bank 
lobby, enclose the information leaflet inside the monthly bank statement of customers, 
or ask bank employees to promote and explain the service to the bank customers. By 
knowing the most common ways of learning about the service by users of telephone 
banking service, this study would suggest bank marketers with the most effective 
medium for reaching their target customers. 
3. What are the major reasons for using and not using telephone banking services 
in Hong Kong? 
By knowing the factors that motivate consumers to adopt telephone banking 
services and the barriers that hinder those who are aware of the service from adopting 
it, this study would provide banks with ways to recruit more new users of the service. 
4. What is the usage frequency of the service and what kinds of telephone 
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banking services are used most often by telephone banking service users? 
By measuring the usage frequency of telephone banking service and identifying 
types of telephone banking services that are most frequently used by bank customers, 
this study would help banks to identify ways to increase usage from existing telephone 
banking service users. 
5. What is the satisfaction level of users of telephone banking service? 
Although telephone banking service has been used for some time, we do not 
know in general how satisfied users are towards the service. Since a satisfied 
customer would most likely to spread the word of the service and only satisfied 
customer would become loyal customer, it is important to make sure that telephone 
banking service users are satisfied with the service. This study would try to measure 
the satisfaction level of users of telephone banking service and find out any reason 
for non-satisfaction. 
6. Who are most likely to be users of telephone banking service? 
As it is not likely that every people in the population would adopt the same 
new service at the same time, bank marketers may need to identify which segments 
of the population are most likely to be the innovators and early adopters of telephone 
banking service. By knowing who are the most likely users of telephone banking 
service both demographically and psychographically, banks marketers can utilize their 
limited resources better by segmenting the market. 
7. Is there any difference in perception of telephone banking service by both 
users and non-users of telephone banking service in Hong Kong? 
Since consumers' attitude towards telephone banking service would affect their 
likelihood of adopting the service, bank marketers need to know the perception of 
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telephone banking service by both users and non-users of the service in order to 




CHAPTER I I 
FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF TELEPHONE 
BANKING SERVICE I N HONG KONG 
A number of factors contributed to the development of telephone banking 
service in Hong Kong. These included 1) high telephone usage in Hong Kong, 2) 
telephone banking service as differentiation weapon, 3) hectic life style of Hong Kong 
people, 4) high property prices in Hong Kong and 5) labor shortage in Hong Kong. 
High Telephone Usage in Hong Kong 
Telephone line rental in Hong Kong is charged with a monthly flat rate and 
is relatively inexpensive. Penetration rate of telephone in Hong Kong is almost top 
of the world. In 1990, there were about 3,280,000 telephones in Hong Kong. On 
average, there were 1.7 persons per telephone, which was the lowest among other 
South East Asian countries (Table 1). The recent development of mobile telephone 
further increases the penetration rate of telephone in Hong Kong. As a result, 
telephone usage in Hong Kong is very common and people are used to obtain 
information by telephone. This can be seen from the widely use of infoline^. This 
means that Hong Kong people are becoming more used to use telephone to obtain 
3 In Hong Kong, the Infoline 170 and 173 services were launched in February 1990 and have been used 
to provide information ranging from stock prices and racing tips to recipes and horoscopes. 
The "173" number is a customer-charged service with callers paying between HK$2 and HK$6 per 
ininute, while the “ 170" service is paid for by the company providing information with charges of up to 
HK$0.30 cents per ininute (Media, 1991). 、 
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information at a cost. 
Telephone Banking Service as Differentiation Weapon 
As mentioned before, the keen competition among banks in Hong Kong and 
the highly regulated nature of the banking industry have forced banks to compete on 
a non-price basis. One of the ways for the banks to differentiate among themselves 
is to provide newer and more efficient services that are convenient and easy to use. 
Since almost everyone in Hong Kong knows how to use telephone, telephone banking 
service becomes a weapon for the bank to attract customers. 
Hectic Life Style of Hong Kong People 
Hong Kong people are known to be very efficient. They emphasize speed and 
convenience. Therefore, they wi l l welcome and support any service which is less 
time consuming. Telephone banking service allows people to carry out their banking 
transactions almost everywhere from a telephone. As a result，bank customers no 
longer need to queue up in the bank lobby. This reduces their waiting time. For 
those who are having a hectic life style in Hong Kong, this service is of great value 
to them. 
High Property Prices in Hong Kong 
It is a well-known fact that property prices are astronomical in Hong Kong. 
Unlike branch offices or ATMs, telephone banking service which does not require 
any physical space, allows banks to provide same banking services to their customers 
at a much lower cost. In other words, banks can reduce or avoid costly rental or 
property prices and hence operating cost by providing telephone banking services 
(instead of opening more branches and installing more ATMs) to their customers. 
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Labor Shortage in Hong Kong 
The labor shortage in Hong Kong makes it very costly for banks to recruit 
quality tellers. By installing telephone banking service, banks can replace human 
tellers with computers, which can be available to bank customers almost 24 hours a 
day. Since the fully computerized automated voice response telephone banking 
system can handle most of the routine banking services, such as fund transfer and 
account balance enquiry, banks can expect that number of transactions completed at 
the counter wi l l be reduced. Consequently, banks can either reduce human tellers or 
the existing human tellers can devote much of their time to those customers who have 
more complicated services requirement and cross-sell customers into other services. 
At the end, banks can improve the overall quality of services provided and are able 
to recruit more bank customers and increase transaction volume. For example, in the 
12 months from August 1989 to August 1990, the transaction volume of Wing Hang 




In this chapter, I would first explain the development of telephone banking 
service in Hong Kong. Then I would detail the procedure of using telephone banking 
service. Lastly, I would analyze the variants of telephone banking services in Hong 
Kong. 
Development of Telephone Banking Service in Hong Kong 
In Hong Kong, the Chase Manhattan Bank started its telephone banking 
service in 1982. Under this manual system, bank customers called and dealt directly 
with a qualified, professional customer service representative over the phone. A 
customer only needed to dial a certain number and tell the bank staff his/her name, 
account number and secret personal identification number (PIN). The customer then 
gave the instructions to an employee, or the message was recorded and later 
transcribed by an employee. A paper document was then prepared for actual entry 
into the payment system (Ho, 1991). According to Mr. Jackie Leung, Assistant 
Manager of Citibank, there was a security problem with this system since bank 
customers might worry that their accounts would be manipulated easily by the bank 
employees, who were told with both the account number and the PIN. Due to this 
drawback, the manual system was replaced with the fully computerized automated 
voice response telephone banking service. 
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It was not until Apri l 1989 that Wing Hang Bank introduced Telematic 
Banking Service, the first fully computerized automated voice response telephone 
banking system in Hong Kong. A fully computerized automated voice response 
telephone banking system is made up of by a few personal computers and telephone 
lines. A voice card is inserted inside the personal computer so that it wi l l response 
according to the tone of the number that is keyed in by an individual. By calling to 
the telephone banking hotline and pressing different buttons of a touch-tone telephone, 
customers can carry out a wide range of banking services from various locations. As 
a result, customers no longer need to carry out their banking transactions in person 
at bank branches. 
Under the fully computerized automated voice response system, telephone 
banking service users can transfer funds from one account to another, obtain exchange 
rates, gold prices and interest rates prevailing at the time or closing rates where 
applicable, inquire about the balance of a current, savings, statement or gold passbook 
account, request a statement or cheque book, and change the PIN simply by pressing 
the buttons of a touch-tone telephone. In this system, customers' calls to the 
telephone banking hotline are answered automatically by the automated response unit. 
Bank customers can execute all the required banking services by themselves by 
following the straight forward verbal step-by-step instructions given from the 
computer. They do not have much personal interaction with the customer service 
executive, although they can choose to talk to a customer service representative for 
more personal or complicated services. 
Since telephone banking service in Hong Kong is moving away from the 
manual system and towards the direction of fully computerization, telephone banking 
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service in this study refers only to the fully computerized automated voice response 
telephone banking service. 
Procedure of Using Telephone Banking Service 
In order to find out the procedure of using telephone banking service and the 
differences among various telephone banking systems, telephone banking services of 
the following banks have been studied: 
1. As set Vantage Account of The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation 
Limited (Hongkong Bank), 
2. Telequick Service of The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation 
Limited (Hongkong Bank), 
3. FlexiPhone Account of Hang Seng Bank Limited, 
4. Phone Enquiry Service of Hang Seng Bank Limited, 
5. BankLine 8888 of Standard Chartered Bank, 
6. CitiTouch Service of Citibank, 
7. Bank By-Phone of Chase, 
8. Phone Banking Service of Bank of East Asia, 
9. Telephone Banking Service of Bank of China Group (BOCG), with specific 
reference to Bank of Communications, Kincheng Banking Corporation, 
Nanyang Commercial Bank Ltd. and The Yien Yieh Commercial Bank Ltd. 
10. Telematic Banking Service of Wing Hang Bank, Ltd. and 
11. Shacom Phonebanking Service of Shanghai Commercial Bank Ltd. 
Table 2 shows the names and telephone numbers of each of the telephone 
banking service listed above. Given the large number of banks in Hong Kong, the 
above listed telephone banking services may not be representative and exhaustive. 
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However, since the above list includes both foreign and local banks, inclusion of 
these various telephone banking services in the present study provides a very good 
starting point to understand the various operations of telephone banking service in 
Hong Kong. 
Bank customers need to have a tone dial phone in order to use telephone 
banking services. To allow bank customers who do not have a tone dial phone to use 
the service, some banks, such as Wing Hang Bank, offer "touch-tone" phone and 
phone with pocket size tone sender for sale. Alternatively, bank customers can buy 
a tone/pulse switchable phone, switch the telephone to pulse mode for connecting to 
the line first and then switch to tone mode for using telephone banking services. 
(S)he can also buy a separate device called a 'ToneDialer', which can generate tone 
messages when the telephone line is connected, attach the Tone Dialer to the speaker 
of the telephone, and press the button of the Tone Dialer to use telephone banking 
services. 
Depending on the kinds of services that the user wants to carry out through 
telephone banking service, bank customers may also need a telephone banking service 
account number and a PIN, both of which wil l be supplied by the bank upon approval 
of application. 
After the call has been connected, the caller wi l l first be asked to select the 
language of instruction'^ that (s)he prefers to handle his/her transactions. A list of 
telephone banking services with their corresponding numbers can then be heard from 
the phone. The most common types of telephone banking services include the 
4 Some telephone banking services require users to dial certain number for their desired language. For 
example, customers of Hongkong Bank Telequick Service, have to dial 7485333 for English instruction and 
7485188 for Cantonese instruction. 
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following: 
1. Account Related Services 
These include account balance enquiry, cheque status enquiry, fund transfer, 
utility bil l payment, chequebook or statement request, foreign currencies transactions 
and time deposit renewal. 
2. General Rates Enquiry 
The most popular enquiries that are available through telephone banking 
service include exchange rates (both telegraphic transfer rates and bank note rates), 
deposit rates and prices of precious metals. 
3. Card Services 
These include credit card balance enquiry, payment enquiry and credit card 
payment. 
4. Change of PIN 
Since PIN serves as an identity tool and a security measure for carrying out 
account related telephone banking services, bank customers are provided with the 
option of changing their PINs through telephone. Unless a correct PIN is entered, 
access to the accounts would be denied. As a result, the safety and confidentiality 
of telephone banking service can be strengthened. 
5. Report Lost Card 
By allowing customers to report lost of any debit or credit cards quickly 
through telephone banking service, banks provide a value-added service to their own 
customers since chances of misusing the cards would be reduced. This is especially 
true for people who have multiple cards. 
6. Other Services 
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These include stopping cheque payment，registering a change of address, 
opening new account and obtaining information of bank products or services as well 
as branch offices. 
Table 3 summarizes the types of telephone banking services that are provided 
by the banks included in this study. Since telephone banking service appeals to only 
one sense of touch, that is, hearing, banks usually supply their telephone banking 
service customers with a user guide, which summarizes all the services that are 
available through telephone banking service as well as instructions for their reference. 
Instruction manual of BankLine 8888 of Standard Chartered Bank is shown in Figure 
1. 
By referring to the user guide and listening to the instruction on the call, 
telephone banking service users can access to their desired services by keying in the 
corresponding number of the service. To illustrate how to use telephone banking 
services by bank customers, an example based on BankLine 8888 of Standard 
Chartered Bank wil l be used. Assume that a customer of Standard Chartered Bank 
wants to inquire about the foreign exchange rate of Australian Dollar, what (s)he 
needs to do is: 
1. pick up the phone and dial 8868888， 
2. select language of instruction, therefore, (s)he should either press "1" for 
Cantonese or "2" for English, 
3. select type of services, since (s)he wants to obtain foreign exchange rate, (s)he 
should press "2" for general rate enquiry, which allows him/her to access the 
whole range of different rates, 
4. select type of rates, according to page 13 of the instruction manual, (s)he 
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should press "1" to get exchange rates, 
5. press the related number to get the specific rate. For Australian Dollar, (s)he 
should press "4 " � 
6. hear the rate (s)he asked for and choose to do any of the following: 
a. make another exchange rate enquiry (press "1"), 
b. make other rates enquiry (press "2"), 
c. select another service (press "8"), 
d. talk with a customer service representative (press "0"), or 
e. finish the call (press "9") and hang up the phone. 
The procedure for executing any account related service is very similar to the 
above procedure for exchange rate enquiry, except that a customer is required to key 
in his/her telephone banking service account number and PIN before step 3. To 
ensure security and accuracy, all banking instructions supplied by the bank customers 
for account related transactions wi l l be repeated before execution. I f the information 
is correct, users wil l be asked to confirm by pressing a special key on the keypad of 
the phone. Moreover，reference number wi l l be given to all account related 
transactions so that bank customer can refer to the corresponding transaction in case 
there is something wrong with the transaction. When the user has completed all the 
required transactions, s(he) can just hang up the phone. 
Variants of Telephone Banking Services 
Although telephone banking services are very similar among banks, there are 
slight variations in their operations. In general, telephone banking services in Hong 
Kong differ along the following dimensions: 
1 • Kinds of services provided through telephone banking, 
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2. Languages of instruction provided through telephone banking service, 
3. Necessity of being an account holder, 
4. Service hours, 
5. Service charge and minimum deposit requirement, and 
6. Provision of transaction advice. 
Kinds of Services Provided through Telephone Banking 
According to Table 3, it is clear that the ranges of services offered by 
different telephone banking services are various. While there are some standard 
services, such as exchange rate enquiry and interest rate enquiry, which are provided 
by all the banks included in this study, some banks provide unique service to their 
customers. For example, only 3 out of the total of 14 banks provide cheque clearing 
status enquiry service to their customers. 
Although all the banks that are included in this study provide transfer facility 
to their telephone banking service users, there are slight differences in the ways that 
transfers can be made. While the usual fund transfer allows bank customer to 
transfer funds among his/her own current account, Hong Kong Dollar saving account, 
Foreign Currency saving account, etc, Bank-By-Phone of Chase allows customer to 
transfer funds between various accounts of the same customer, or to the accounts of 
a third party of the same bank. Transfer can also be made to a pre-designated third 
party, such as utility company, which does not have account in Chase. The Telematic 
Banking Service of Wing Hang Bank even allows funds to be collected from pre-
arranged accounts with other banks. 
Languages of Instruction provided through Telephone Banking Service 
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Al l the banks included in this study provide bilingual services to their 
customers. Table 2 shows the relevant phone number for each of the telephone 
banking service included in this study. While some telephone banking services 
require users to dial a certain number for their desired language, others allow users 
to choose language of instruction after the call is answered. The languages of 
instruction for banks of BOCG are Cantonese and Mandarin and all other banks have 
their languages of instruction in Cantonese and English. 
Necessity of being an Account Holder 
A l l telephone banking services, except Telephone Banking Service of BOCG 
and Shacom Phonebanking Service of Shanghai Commercial Bank Ltd.，allow anyone, 
who wants to make a general enquiry, to have access to the service by simply dialling 
a certain phone number as listed in Table 2. It does not matter whether the caller is 
an account holder of the bank or not. However, for account related services, 
customers are usually required to key in their telephone banking service account 
number and PIN for verification before their desired services wi l l be carried out. 
For users of Telephone Banking Service of BOCG and Shacom Phonebanking 
Service of Shanghai Commercial Bank Ltd., they are required to key in their 
telephone banking service account number and PIN before any service can be carried 
out. In other words, BOCG permits access to its telephone banking service only to 
its account holders. Therefore, users of telephone banking services of these banks 
need to apply for the services and obtain a PIN from the banks. 
Service Hours 
Although most of the telephone banking services are operated 24-hours-a-day 
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and 7-days-a-week, some services have restrictive service hours. These include 
foreign currencies transactions, time deposit arrangements and precious metal 
transactions. For AssetVantage Account of Hongkong Bank, its service hours are 
9:00 am to 6:00 pm from Monday to Friday and 9:00 am to 1:00 pm on Saturday. 
Service Charge and Minimum Deposit Requirement 
Most of the banks that are under current study offer telephone banking 
services free to their customers and usually do not impose any minimum deposit 
requirement for the users of telephone banking services. However, since FlexiPhone 
Account of Hang Seng Bank and AssetVantage Account of Hongkong Bank are 
priority services which are offered to only an exclusive group, users of these two 
telephone banking services are required to pay an annual fee of HK$380.00. They 
are also required to maintain an average daily total asset balance over HK$200,000, 
otherwise, an maintenance fee of HK$150.00 per year wil l be charged. 
The Bank-By-Phone system of Chase also imposes certain charges on some 
of the telephone banking services. For example, a bank customer has to pay HK$25 
i f (s)he wants to request for a statement through the telephone. 
Provision of Transaction Advice 
While some banks provide transaction details to the customers only in the 
monthly bank statement, others confirm the banking transactions in black and white 





According to the diffusion of innovation theory, people can generally be 
classified into 5 categories depending on the relative timing that they adopt a new 
product. These 5 categories are innovators, early adopters, early majority, late 
majority and laggards. Innovators and early adopters are usually the first to use a 
new product and they wi l l have influential power among those who wi l l later adopt 
it. A lot of studies were done in identifying the characteristics of innovators and 
early adopters in different product categories. A review of research across product 
categories by Robertson et al. (1984) showed some tendencies for innovators to bear 
the following characteristics: higher income, higher education, younger, more socially 
mobile, more favorable attitudes towards risk, greater social participation, and higher 
opinion leadership. They also suggested that there were separate innovators by 
product category, rather than innovators across all product categories. In other 
words, individual tended to be innovator in certain areas and laggards in others, and 
no one had a general personality trait called innovativeness. 
Since the main objective of this study is to find out whether users and non-
users of telephone banking service have differential demographic, behavioral, 
psychographic and attitudinal characteristics, and hence provide data for the banks to 
segment the market and formulate their marketing strategies, a reference to both the 
adoption of a service innovation and the adoption of new banking technology, 
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specifically, ATM, credit card and EPS, wi l l be useful in gaining insights into how 
telephone banking service would be adopted. 
Adoption of a Service Innovation 
Warren et al. (1989) investigated the adoption of a service innovation. In their 
studies，demographic and psychographic characteristics of adopters and non-adopters 
of alternative residential long-distance telephone services were measured. The results 
showed that adopters were relatively younger, better educated, and more likely to live 
in a dual-income household. Psychographically, adopters were described as price-
conscious shoppers, convenience prone, heavy telephone users, and housework 
enthusiasts. 
Adoption of New Banking Technology 
Similar to other tangible products, the adoption of new banking technology 
followed the model of diffusion of innovation. For example, Swinyard and Ghee 
(1987) showed that the traditional diffusion of innovation paradigm was an 
appropriate model for describing the A T M diffusion process within the cultural 
context of Singapore. Since A T M card, credit card, EPS and telephone banking 
service all represented new banking technology to bank customers, it was reasonable 
to believe that the adoption of telephone banking service would be very similar to 
those of other new banking technologies. Therefore, even though there was no 
available research on telephone banking service in the past, a review of the adoption 
of A T M card, credit card and EPS would be useful. 
Major Findings of A T M Card Studies 
A number of studies were done to identify the demographic, behavioral， 
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attitudinal and psychographic characteristics of users and non-users of ATM. 
Swinyard and Ghee (1987) showed that A T M cardholders in Singapore were more 
likely to have higher income，education, and occupational status and to be younger. 
Cardholders also were found to have more favorable attitudes towards ATMs, 
computers, and change. In addition, cardholders were found to be more socially 
integrated and to have more experience with such products as credit card and 
telephone banking. 
Marshall and Heslop (1988) in their studies about consumer motivations and 
use of ATMs in Canada found that shoppers with positive attitudes towards A T M 
technology or who had experience with other technologies probably saw ATMs as 
compatible with previous experience and as less complex because of that prior 
experience. 
Stevens et al. (1989) tried to identify the non-adopters of ATMs in United 
States. They found that users were not as concerned about safety when conducting 
business at an A T M and were less likely to enjoy going to the bank to conduct 
financial business. Along demographic dimensions, results showed that users: 
1. were younger, 
2. were better educated, 
3. had higher incomes, 
4. were more likely to reside in a household where the female was employed and 
children were present, 
5. were more likely to be male, and 
6. were somewhat more likely to be married. 
For non-adopters of ATM, they: 
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1. did not have lower incomes, 
2. were much more likely to be married, 
3. resided in a household where the female was not employed, and 
4. were more likely to be female. 
Battelle Financial Technology Group of London, England, studied the role of 
ATMs in the strategies of banks in 1990 concluded that A T M users in Europe tended 
to be between the ages of 18 and 34，well educated, and affluent. 
Leblanc (1990) analyzed the perceptions of users and non-users of ATM. He 
found that the main reason for people to use A T M in Canada was accessibility. In 
his study, he discovered that the user group and non-users group had different 
attitudes towards ATM. While the user group believed that A T M improved quality 
of service, reduced costs, presented no risk to customers, and was fast and easy to 
use, the non-users saw no advantage of using A T M and preferred dealing with 
humans. The user group was generally more educated. 
El-Haddad and Almahmeed (1992) examined the impact of ATMs on 
customers' acceptance and use of ATMs in Kuwait. They found that A T M users 
were mostly non-Kuwaitis, were public sector employees, were aged between 30 and 
50 years, received a middle-level income, were married with children, and were 
university graduates. Their findings indicated that an overriding reason for using 
ATMs was convenience. The main reasons for not using ATMs included the 
preference for human tellers, the lack of marketing efforts, and security concerns. 
Major Findings of Credit Card Studies 
Awh and Waters (1974) investigated the factors which made credit cardholders 
active or inactive users. They found that active cardholders in the United States had 
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a higher level of income, higher educational attainment, higher socioeconomic 
standing, and lower age as compared with inactive cardholders. The active 
cardholders had more favorable attitudes towards both credit in general and bank 
chargecards in particular than did the inactive cardholders. 
Yiu and Keown (1989) studied the motives and barriers to credit card adoption 
in Hong Kong. They found that cardholders tended to be younger, earned more 
income and had higher occupational status than non-cardholders. However, there was 
no apparent difference in educational attainment. Both cardholders and non-
cardholders had the same attitudes towards credit and credit cards, with the exception 
on the cost of using credit cards. Non-cardholders felt the cost was too high, while 
cardholders had no opinion. 
A study by Crook et al. (1992) examined the characteristics of users and non-
users of credit cardholders in the United Kingdom. They concluded that those most 
likely to use the card included: 
1. those aged 30-40, 
2. those with salaries of at least £14,700 in 1986-1987 prices, 
3. those with an account at the issuing bank for 4-5 years, 
4. those who had lived at the same address for 2-3 years, and 
5. those who were owners of their own homes, who lived in rented furnished 
accommodations, or who lived with their parents. 
On the contrary, those least likely to use their card included: 
1 • those aged 60 or over, 
2. those with an income of less than £2,200, 
3. those who held an account with the bank for less than 6 months, 
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4. those who had lived at their present address for 20 or more years, and 
5. those who lived in rented unfurnished accommodations. 
Major Findings of Easy Pay System Study 
In their study, Ho et al. (1990) found that adopters of EPS tended to be 
younger, were better educated and with higher income. Moreover, compared with 
non-users, EPS users tended to agree less with the perceived disadvantages of the 
service and agreed more with its convenience and tangible benefits. EPS adopters 
also were more knowledgeable about the service. However, as far as psychographic 
characteristics were concerned, there was no significant difference between the 
adopters and non-adopters. 
Hypotheses Setting 
Based on the above literature review, the following hypotheses were formed. 
First, telephone banking service users are expected to have different 
demographic profile than non-users. And so 
H i � compared with non-users, users of telephone banking services are younger, 
have higher education, higher income, and higher occupational status. 
Second, since users of telephone banking services tended to be innovators and 
early adopters, while non-users of telephone banking services tended to be late 
majority and laggards. It follows that they should have different attitudes and 
opinions towards telephone banking service. 
H2: compared with non-users, telephone banking service users wi l l have more 
favorable attitudes towards the service. 
Third, telephone banking service users should be different psychographically 
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from non-users. 
H3� compared with non-users, telephone banking service users are more likely to 
be financial opinion leader, are more willing to take risk, are more time 




This chapter discusses the research information needed, the research design 
and the demographic characteristics of the sample. 
Research Information Needed 
The major objective of this research is to find out whether users and non-users 
of telephone banking service in Hong Kong have different demographic, attitudinal, 
or psychographic characteristics. As a result, the following categories of information 
were required: 
1. the demographic characteristics of both users and non-users of telephone 
banking service in Hong Kong, 
2. the usage behavior of telephone banking service users, 
3. the attitudes towards telephone banking service in Hong Kong by both users 
and non-users, and 
4. the psychographic characteristics of both users and non-users of telephone 
banking service in Hong Kong. 
The following demographic characteristics of both users and non-users of 
telephone banking service were studied: 
1. sex, 
2. age range, 
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3. education level, 
4. average monthly personal income, and 
5. occupation. 
The usage behavior of telephone banking service users include the following: 
1. the awareness of the service, 
2. the way of learning about the service, 
3. the adoption of the service, 
4. the reasons for (not) using the service, 
5. the usage frequency, 
6. the kinds of telephone banking services that are most frequently used, 
7. the satisfaction level of users on the service, and 
8. the reasons for non-satisfaction. 
The attitudes of both users and non-users of telephone banking service towards 
the service itself were investigated in terms of the following aspects: 
1. the convenience of telephone banking service, 
2. the ease of use of telephone banking service, 
3. the efficiency of telephone banking service, 
4. the comfort of using telephone banking service, 
5. the reliability of telephone banking service, 
6. the amount of financial information obtained through telephone banking 
service, 
7. the safety of conducting banking transactions over the phone, 
8. the privacy of carrying out banking transactions through telephone banking 
service, 
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9. the amount of time saved by using telephone banking service, and 
10. the flexibility given by the telephone banking service. 
Besides, four psychographic factors, namely (1) financial opinion leadership, 
(2) risk taking, (3) self confidence, and (4) time consciousness, were used to 
discriminate users against non-users of telephone banking service. The 13 statements 
to tap the psychographic characteristics of respondents were selected from previous 
studies. 
Research Design 
The above-mentioned information was mainly collected through: 
1. personal interviews with two telephone banking service providers, 
2. survey research, and 
3. secondary data. 
Personal Interview 
Personal interviews were conducted with Mr. Jackie Leung, Assistant Manager 
of Citibank and Miss. Ayesha Chan of Chase on 23 February 1994 and 24 February 
1994 respectively. These two telephone banking service providers together provided 
a lot of background information about the industry. Specifically, these included: 
1. the history of telephone banking service in Hong Kong, 
2. the reasons for the development of telephone banking service in Hong Kong, 
3. the operational requirements of telephone banking service in Hong Kong, 
4. the target market of their telephone banking services, 
5. the usage rate and usage pattern of their telephone banking service users, 
6. the activities that were done to promote their telephone banking services，and 
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7. the future outlook of the service. 
Survey Research 
A structured questionnaire was designed and used to collect demographic, 
behavioral, attitudinal and psychographic data of both users and non-users of 
telephone banking service in Hong Kong, 
Questionnaire design 
In order to collect some preliminary information on usage behavior and 
attitudes towards telephone banking service in Hong Kong, the researcher conducted 
three focus group discussion sessions before the questionnaire was set. The responses 
from focus group participants were used as a base for setting the questionnaire. 
To improve the validity and reliability of the data, the questionnaire was pre-
tested with twenty interviewees before it was finally adopted. Based on the pre-test 
result, some modifications were made on the wording of the questions. The final 
questionnaire was made up of four parts and included the following: 
1. Part One on Usage Behavior of Telephone Banking Service in Hong Kong. 
2. Part Two on Attitude Towards Telephone Banking Service in Hong Kong. 
3. Part Three on Respondents' Psychographic Characteristics. 
4. Part Four on Respondents' Demographic Characteristics. 
Sampling 
Population of interest 
The target population of this market survey included Chinese speaking 
residents of Hong Kong over the age of fourteen. To make sure that respondents 
were mature enough to comprehend the types of questions asked and to give sensible 
answers, respondents were limited to those who were at least fifteen years old. It 
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was believed that banking transactions of those under fifteen were not very significant 
and this group of people might only have limited needs of telephone banking service. 
As data were collected through personal interviews in Chinese, only Chinese 
speaking people in Hong Kong were interviewed. 
Data collection method 
Personal interviews, instead of mail questionnaires or telephone interviews, 
were chosen as the method of administration. Since the questionnaire was quite long 
and complicated, the interviewees needed some assistance in answering the questions. 
By using the personal interview method, the interviewers could help the interviewees 
in answering the questionnaire by giving more illustrations and guidance to them. 
As the interviewers could clarify immediately any doubt or query explicitly 
or implicitly expressed by respondents about individual question or nature of the 
survey in the personal interviews, item nonresponse was minimized. Moreover, the 
response rate was usually higher for personal interviews than for telephone interviews 
or mailed questionnaires. 
Sampling method 
Convenience sampling was used in this study. Despite the disadvantages 
associated with nonprobability sampling^ convenience sampling was suitable for this 
research because this study was exploratory in nature. Moreover, any other types of 
sampling methods would require a lot more time and resources than could be afforded 
by the researcher. 
5 The disadvantages of nonprobability sampling included the following: 
a. sampling error could not be computed, 
b. the researcher did not know the degree to which the sample was representative of the 
population from which it was drawn, and 
c. the results of nonprobability samples could not be projected to the total population. 
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As it was not possible to obtain lists of users and non-users of telephone 
banking service in Hong Kong, intercept interviewing of street pedestrians was 
considered to be the most efficient way to collect data in this study. In the survey, 
the interviewer arbitrarily approached passers-by who were outside the above-
mentioned M T R stations and secured their consent to answer the questionnaire. 
Personal interviews were conducted outside three mass transit railway stations 
in Hong Kong: Tsuen Wan in the New Territories, Mongkok in Kowloon，and 
Causeway Bay on Hong Kong Island. These sites were chosen as they represented 
terminal or transfer nodes of the mass transit system and hence were common 
meeting places for people who were about to use the system. In this waiting 
situation, respondents were more wil l ing to participate in the interviews. 
These stations were also chosen to capture data along Hong Kong's entire 
rural to urban spectrum. Given the safety and convenience of the transit system, its 
riders included people from a broad spectrum of economic, occupational, and 
educational background. 
Mass transit railway stations were preferred to areas immediately outside the 
banks because in close proximity to a bank, there was a greater chance of meeting 
non-users of telephone banking service than users. Hence, the results of the study 
would be biased. 
Sample size 
A total of 169 interviews had been conducted, with 7 of them uncompleted and 
discarded. Therefore, 162 questionnaires were used for analysis. 
Secondary Data 
Information about the retail banking environment of Hong Kong and the 
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development and operation of telephone banking service in Hong Kong had been 
collected through books, journals and periodicals as well as the information leaflets 
provided by the banks. 
Demographic Characteristics of the Sample 
The demographic profile of the 162 respondents is shown in Figure 2 to 
Figure 6 in the appendix. There were more female (59 percent) than male 
respondents in the sample. In the age group category, the largest number of 
respondents (62 percent) fell into the age group of 20-29 years. About 66 percent of 
the respondents had received college or university education. As far as monthly 
personal income was concerned, about half of the respondents (54 percent) were 
earning HK$ 10,000 - HK$19，999. Clerk or secretary, professional and executive 
made up about 67 percent of the sample. 
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CHAPTER V I 
RESEARCH ANALYSIS 
This chapter summaries the findings of the study. 
Awareness of Telephone Banking Service in Hong Kong 
About 93 percent of all respondents had heard of telephone banking service 
in Hong Kong (Figure 7). While there was no significant difference between 
awareness and other demographic variables, results showed that the higher the 
education level of respondent was, the higher the level of awareness (Table 4). 
From the analysis, the percentage of respondents who had received form 5 or 
below education and had heard of telephone banking service was 19 percent whereas 
the percentage for those who had Form 6 or above education was 73 percent. 
Way of Learning about Telephone Banking Service 
Figure 8 shows the ways of learning about telephone banking service by bank 
customers. As expected, television and radio advertising were the primary media 
through which respondents knew about the service. Compared with other sources, 
television and radio advertising had been mentioned the most by respondents as the 
way to learn about the service. This confirmed that television and radio advertising, 
because of their broad coverage and reach, were the most effective means of reaching 
potential users of the service. 
The second most-mentioned way to learn about the service was the information 
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leaflet available inside the banks. This showed that banks had done quite a good job 
in educating their customers about the service. Print information in newspaper and 
magazine was also an effective mean to pass on the information about the service to 
the consumers as it was the third most-mentioned method of learning about the 
service. 
Adoption of the Service 
Out of the 150 respondents who were aware of telephone banking service, 43 
percent had used telephone banking services before. About 57 percent of those who 
had heard of the service claimed that they had never used the service (Figure 9). The 
demographic profiles of telephone banking service users and non-users are shown in 
Table 5. Results indicated that telephone banking service had not been widely 
adopted. And banks had a lot of opportunities to convert non-users into users of 
telephone banking service. 
Chi-square analysis was used to test the significance of demographic variables 
on adoption of the service. Results showed that among all the demographic variables, 
only sex had significant difference between groups (Table 6). Hence, H! was 
rejected. However, similar to the findings of Stevens et al. (1989), users of telephone 
banking service were more likely to be male and non-users were more likely to be 
female. 
Reasons for Using the Service 
When asked to rank the major reasons for using telephone banking services 
in Hong Kong, users of the service put " I need a convenient and efficient banking 
service." on the top of the list. The second and third most-mentioned reasons were 
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" I need to carry out my banking transactions at any time. ” and " I seldom go to the 
bank.”�respectively (Figure 10). 
Frequency of Using Telephone Banking Services 
Although most users (32 percent) of telephone banking service said that they 
used the service once per month (Figure 11), about the same percentage of users of 
telephone banking service in Hong Kong said that they used telephone banking 
services more often, that is, at least once per week. 
For analysis purpose, users were separated into two groups. Frequent users 
were those who used the service at least once per week and non-frequent users were 
those who used the service less often, that is, less than once per week. 
Chi-square analysis was performed to test the significance of demographic 
variables on usage frequency. Findings showed that occupation was significant 
between frequent users and non-frequent users. Table 7 shows that while frequent 
users were most likely to be professional and manager or supervisor, non-frequent 
users were most likely to be clerk or secretary and executive. The fact that 
professional and manager or supervisor used the service more frequently could be 
explained by the fact that they might be more busy during business hours and hence 
had less free time to carry out their banking transactions in person at bank branches. 
Most Frequently Used Services 
The three most frequently used telephone banking services were "check 
account balance", "transfer between accounts" and "check foreign exchange rate". 
They had been mentioned 40, 29 and 25 times respectively by users of telephone 
banking service (Figure 12). 
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Satisfaction Level of Users 
More than 90 percent of users of telephone banking service in Hong Kong 
were satisfied with the service (Figure 13). Reasons for non-satisfaction were mainly 
concerned with the long and boring computer instructions over the phone, lack of 
immediate written confirmation as well as the difficulty and complexity of operating 
the system. The fact that use of telephone banking services was limited to only tone 
dial phone was also mentioned as a reason for non-satisfaction. 
Reasons for Not Using the Service 
" I do not need to use telephone banking service. “ was the major reason (36 
percent) why respondents did not use telephone banking services. The second most-
mentioned reason for not using the service was " I do not know clearly the functions 
of telephone banking service. “ (Table 8). 
Attitude Towards Telephone Banking Service 
To test respondents' perception and attitude towards the service, respondents 
were asked to evaluate 10 statements on telephone banking service. The respondents 
were shown with a four-point scale, where "1" denoted "Strongly Agree" and "4" 
denoted "Strongly Disagree". Each respondent indicated the extent (s)he agreed or 
disagreed with each statement by choosing one numeral out of four. 
A t-test was performed to detennine i f significant differences existed between 
users and non-users of telephone banking service on the ten attitudinal statements. 
As Table 9 shows, the two groups of people had demonstrated attitudinal differences 
on convenience, ease of use, efficiency, comfort, reliability, time saving and 
flexibility of telephone banking service. In general, users had more favorable 
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attitudes towards the service than non-users. 
A factor analysis was also done to investigate whether the ten attitudinal 
statements could be grouped into factors for subsequent analysis. The principal 
component factor analysis with varimax rotation was successful in reducing the 
former group of statements to three factors. The loadings and the factor names are 
presented in Table 10. 
According to Table 11, users and non-users of telephone banking service could 
be differentiated by three factors: namely accessibility, time saving and perceived 
advantages. Compared with non-users, telephone banking service users tended to 
agree more with all the three factors. In other words, they had more favorable 
attitudes towards telephone banking service. Hence, H] was supported. The result 
was in line with that of Awh and Waters (1974), Swinyard and Ghee (1987)，Ho et 
al. (1990) and Leblanc (1990). 
Psychographic Characteristics of Users vs Non-users 
A factor analysis was also carried out to investigate whether the thirteen 
psychographic statements could be grouped into factors for subsequent analysis. 
Again, the principal component factor analysis with varimax rotation was successful 
in reducing the statements into four factors. The loadings and the factor names are 
shown in Table 12. 
As far as psychographic characteristics were concerned, only time 
consciousness and risk taking showed significant differences between users and non-
users of telephone banking service. Hence, H3 was rejected. Although compared 
with non-users, users of telephone banking service tended to be more time conscious 
and were more likely to be risk takers (Table 13), these two groups of people could 
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not be differentiated by the other two psychographic factors, namely，financial 
opinion leadership and self confidence. 
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CHAPTER V I I 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Having considered the usage behavior, attitudinal and psychographic 
characteristics of both users and non-users of telephone banking service in Hong 
Kong, I would like to make recommendations based on the results of the survey. The 
recommendations comprise three parts. The first part wi l l provide suggestions to the 
banks on how to recruit new users. The second part wi l l deal with the ways of how 
to encourage more usage from existing users. By enlarging the users base of their 
telephone banking services and by increasing usage from existing users, banks can 
increase their productivity and profitability accordingly. Lastly, operational 
recommendations wil l be given. 
Ways to Recruit New Users 
There are several ways to attract new telephone banking service users. Since 
most of the users knew telephone banking service from television and radio 
advertising, banks should continuously advertise their telephone banking services in 
these two media. The theme of the commercial should center on the advantages of 
using the service. Therefore, convenience, ease of use, efficiency, comfort, 
reliability, time saving and flexibility may be stressed in the commercial. 
Another way to convey the benefits of telephone banking service to bank 
customers is through bank leaflet. Four color illustrative information leaflets can be 
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prepared and put in the bank lobby. Bank customers are very likely to pick up and 
read the leaflet when they are queuing up inside the bank lobby. Bank employees can 
also actively approach and introduce the service to the customers while they are 
waiting to be served. Under this waiting environment, potential users wi l l be more 
will ing and have more patience to listen to the explanation of the bank employees. 
To create a bigger impact, the bank leaflets can be supplemented by other point-of-
sale materials, such as poster, bunting and banner. 
Besides actively promote the service inside the bank branches, banks can 
further promote their telephone banking services by setting up promotion booth in 
high traffic shopping malls, such as, City Plaza in Tai Koo Shing, New Town Plaza 
in Shatin, Harbour City in Tsim Sha Tsui, etc. The objectives of the booth are to 
increase awareness of the service, educate the consumers on the advantages of using 
the service, demonstrate the usage procedure of the service, and provide chances for 
the banks to directly communicate to the potential users so that any query or potential 
barrier to use can be clarified on the spot. 
As execution of any account related transaction, customers usually need to 
have a PIN and telephone banking service account number, which are issued by the 
banks upon successful application by the customers, banks should make their 
application forms as easily access as possible. They may insert the application forms 
of telephone banking service account into the monthly bank statement of their 
customers or other direct mailing materials. Besides, they can also place the 
application forms in places such as convenience stores and fast food shops, where 
people can obtain it easily. 
Below-the-Line consumer promotion can be run in order to recruit new users. 
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For example, a lucky draw entry ticket can be given to every new successful 
applicant of the service. Expensive prizes, such as limousine, Hi-Fi, television set, 
wi l l attract potential users to apply for the service. 
Another way to attract new users is to lock them in when they open any new 
account at bank branches. Active personal selling is required to show the customers 
the advantages of using telephone banking services and the fact that telephone banking 
service is free of charge. To lure potential users, banks may also consider to give 
premium items to the successful applicants of the service. Give-a-way items, such 
as, telephone book with the telephone hotline printed and pocket size calculator with 
the company logo may be appropriate. 
Since non-users of telephone banking service were generally risk averse, banks 
can help the potential users of telephone banking service to overcome their anxieties 
and worries by providing them with a written black and white confirmation immediate 
after the transaction. An option can be set at the end of the call to allow the 
customers to indicate whether they need the confirmation or not. Although banks can 
send out the confirmation by mail to their customers, it wi l l usually take one or two 
business days after the transaction. To offer a better service, banks may consider to 
send the confirmation by fax to their customers. 
Instead of passively waiting for the customers to apply for the service, banks 
can actively attract new users by issuing a PIN to their existing customers, no matter 
whether they need telephone banking service or not. By doing so, banks make the 
service more easily accessible. This can reduce barriers to use the service and bank 
customers can use the service whenever they want. Moreover, as the second most-
mentioned reason for not using telephone banking services was " I do not know clearly 
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the functions of telephone banking service.”�the PIN should be sent together with a 
leaflet summarizing the advantages and functions of telephone banking service so that 
potential users can have more understanding of the service. 
In order to expand in line with the system capacity, it is suggested that banks 
should carry out this activity in phase. First of all，banks should concentrate on those 
who are most likely to use the service, that is, those who have multiple accounts. As 
multiple account holders are more likely to transfer money between accounts, they 
wi l l be more receptive to the service. Upon completion of the first phase, banks can 
extend their services further to the rest of their customers. 
Ways to Encourage More Usage from Existing Users 
Since non-frequent users tended to agree less with the advantages of telephone 
banking service, to increase their usage, it is important to educate them the benefits 
that they can obtain from telephone banting service. Public relation activities and 
direct mailing are effective tools to change people attitude. 
To make the operation simpler, pocket size instruction guide can be made and 
distributed to bank customers. The objective is to make telephone banking service 
as hassle free as possible and there is no need to memorize the numbers. 
Lucky draw can also be employed by the banks to stimulate usage from 
existing users. Telephone banking service users are automatically given an entry 
ticket for every account related transaction that they made over the phone. The more 
often they use the service, the more entries they have, and hence the higher 
probability of winning the competition. 
Similar to lucky draw, redemption program may be an effective mean to 
increase usage by existing users. Bonus point system, such as that currently using 
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by credit card companies may be implemented. The idea is to grant bonus point to 
the customer for every banking transaction completed over the phone. The more 
often the customer uses the service, the more bonus point (s)he wi l l earn. In other 
words, bank customer wi l l benefit more by using the service more frequently. For 
example, a customer may be credited with 10 points for every account related 
transaction executed over the phone. The customer is entitled to redeem a special 
item free or at a discount for an accumulation of, say 1000 points or above. The 
special item can be anything of interest and value to the customer. 
Operational Recommendations 
Since some dissatisfaction of telephone banking service came from the 
monotonous and boring computer instruction, background music can be added to the 
script in order to make the instruction more pleasant. Moreover, the script of the 
service can be shortened in order to improve the efficiency of the service. Since the 
three most frequently used services were account balance enquiry, fund transfer and 
exchange rate enquiry, the flow of the services should be designed in such a way that 
these three services can be accessed as easily as possible. This can be done by 
minimizing the steps in between the call and the desired banking services of the 
customers. 
To shorten the execution, banks can also implement "no-wait" menu in their 
telephone banking systems. "No-wait" menu allows caller to press the appropriate 
key without having to listen to the full computer instruction. Therefore, frequent 
users who are very familiar with the system can save a lot of time. 
New features center on convenience can also be added into the system. For 
example, the system can be designed to allow bank customers to pay not only utility 
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bills，but also taxes, rates and penalty for illegal car parking. 
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CHAPTER V m 
LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
Research limitations mainly came from three areas, namely, questionnaire 
setting, sample size and the use of personal questions. 
Questionnaire Setting 
The questionnaire seemed to be quite long in the sense that interviewees had 
to spend about 8 minutes to answer all the questions. Sometimes, respondents were 
in a hurry and thus unwilling to spend too much time on the survey. As a result, 
some of the questionnaires were incomplete and many unknown results were 
generated from the research because respondents did not want to spend much time in 
thinking of those questions. Hence, data collected from these respondents might be 
biased and might not truly reflect their attitudes towards the service. Moreover, extra 
effort had been taken to keep respondents patient so as to finish the interviews. 
However, this situation was not very serious and it did not greatly affect the results 
of this research. 
Apart from this, it seemed to be much difficult for the interviewees of more 
than fifty years old to answer those questions, especially for those questions involved 
ranking of choices, that is, question 4 and question 6. Thus, the interviewers had to 
guide the interviewees to answer the questions. This might lead to personal bias due 
to the difference in the level of guidance and the interviewers' interpretation of 
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questions. There was also a tendency for the interviewers to choose respondents 
whose age was between 20-39 years old thus leading to a shift in the age range of the 
majority of target population of the study. Bias might be introduced in this case as 
there was a portion of the target population being left out. As a result, the researcher 
had not been able to draw a statistically significant conclusion on the relationship 
between (1) demographic variables and use of the service and (2) demographic 
variables and usage frequency. 
Moreover, in questions which involved the four-point scale, that is，question 
11 and question 12, although the interviewers had tried their best to explain clearly 
the meaning of the scale (i.e. the four-point scale where "1” denoted "Strongly 
Agree" and "4" denoted "Strongly Disagree") to the respondents, the interviewers 
were not sure whether the respondents fully understood the procedures. Thus in this 
case，interviewees' biases on responses to these questions were inevitable. Yet, on 
the whole, respondents tended to be less sure about the extent to agree or disagree 
(i.e. between the choice of "1" and "2", or between the choice of "3" and "4") with 
the statements rather than whether they agree or disagree. 
Sample Size 
The limited sample size was a major limitation of the study. Also, the fact 
that non-Chinese speaking residents were excluded limited the generalizability of the 
research findings. 
Although a thorough literature review had been done before the final inclusion 
of the four psychographic variables tested in this study, there was still the possibility 
that an unidentified psychographic variable, such as a value for convenience, might 
be more effective in differentiating users against non-users and frequent users against 
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non-frequent users of telephone banking service. 
The Use of Personal Questions 
The research was conducted through personal interview. Some respondents 
were very sensitive to answer the question concerning their monthly personal income. 
Some of them refused to answer this question while some of them were very 
conservative in disclosing their personal income. Therefore，results in income 
category might not fully reflect respondents' income. Moreover, due to this reason, 
it was quite difficult to link up usage behavior of the respondents with their monthly 
personal income. 
Suggestions for Future Researches 
As one major limitation of this survey was its sample size, another survey 
involving a larger, more comprehensive sample size may be conducted to generate 
more information related to more demographic variables. For example, since banks 
may interest in knowing whether different ethnic and social classes have different 
needs and values related to the services, another research including non-Chinese 
speaking residents may be carried out. 
Research using other psychographic variables may also provide new insights 
and directions for the banks to reach their customers. For instance, a research on the 
importance of the convenience factor can be conducted in order to find out whether 
users vs non-users as well as frequent users vs non-frequent users are significantly 
different from each other. 
Since the focus of this study was on the industry as a whole, similar future 
research may be conducted for a particular bank so as to obtain more concrete data 
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for segmentation and for improving its system. Specifically, a bank needs to know 
the demographic characteristics of the users of its telephone banking service, the 
usage frequency of its service, the satisfaction level of the users towards the service 
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Excuse me, I am a MBA student of the Ghinese University of Hong Kong. Currently, I am conducting a 
research which examines the perception and usage of telephone banking service in Hong Kong. I would 
appreciate it very much if you could kindly complete the enclosed questionnaire. Thank you for your time, 
cooperation and interest. 
Part 1 - Usage Behavior 
1. Have you ever heard of telephone banking service in Hong Kong? (4) 
Yes 1 
No 2 Go to Q12 
2. How did you leam about telephone banking service in Hong Kong? (5 -11) 
(You can choose more than one answer) 
From newspaper and magazine 1 
From TV and radio advertising 2 
From information leaflet inside the bank ^ 
From information leaflets enclosed in my bank monthly statement 4 
From bank employees ^ 
From friends and relatives ^ 
Others (please specify_ ) 7 
3. Have you ever used telephone banking service in Hong Kong? (12) 
Yes 1 
No 2 Go to Q9 
4. Which of the following best explain your reasons for using telephone (13-18) 
banking service in Hong Kong? (Please choose 3 most important reasons 
from below and rank according to the following scale, l=most important, 
2=secondmost important, etc.) 
I use telephone banking service because: 
I need a convenient and efficient banking service. 1 
I need a reliable banking service. 2 
I need a lot of financial information. ^ 
I need a comfortable environment to conduct my banking transactions. 4 
I need a safe banking service. 5 
I need a confidential banking service. 6 
I need to carry out my banking transactions any time. 7 
I seldom go to the bank. 8 
I need a simple banking service. 9 
Others (please specify_ ) 10 
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How often do you use telephone banking service in Hong Kong? (19) 
At least once per day ^ 
2-3 times per week ^ 
Once per week ^ 
Once fortnightly ^ 
Once per.month 5 
Others (please specify ) 6 
feWhich three of the following banking services do you use most often (20-25) 
through telephone banking service in Hong Kong? (Please rank according 
to the following scale, 1 =most frequently used, 2=second most frequently 
used, etc.) 
Check account balance 1 
Transfer between accounts ^ 
Buy or sell foreign currencies 、 
Check foreign exchange rate 4 
Make credit card payment ^ 
Check interest rate ^ 
Request statements 7 
Request checkbooks ^ 
Pay utility bills ^ . 
Renew time deposit 
Report lost cards 11 
Stop check payment 
Open new account ^^ 
Obtain product and service information 
Check gold price ^^ 
Others (please specify _ ) 16 
| 7 � A r e you satisfied with the telephone banking service that you are using (26) 
or have used? 
Veiy Satisfied 1 ^ o to QIO 
Sat^fied 2 Go to QIO 
Dissatisfied 、 
Very Dissatisfied ^ 
feWhy are you dissatisfied with the telephone banking service that you are 
using or have used? 
Go to QIO 
feWhich of the following best explain your reason for not using telephone (27) 
banking service in Hong Kong? 
I do not need to use telephone banking service. 1 
I do not know clearly the functions of telephone banking service. 2 
The existing banking service that I have is sufficient. 3 
I do not want to use telephone banking service. 4 
Others (please specify ) 5 
10. What suggestions and comments do you have on how to improve 
telephone banking service? 
I__： 
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Part 2 — Attitudinal Statements 
11. The following statements describe telephone banking service in Hong 
Kong. Please state your degree of agreement for each statement by 
putting a，1，if you strongly agree with the statement, giving a，2，if you 
agree with the statement, marking a '3' if you disagree with the statement 
and putting a，4，if you strongly disagree with the statement. 
a. It is convenient to use telephone banking service. 1 2 3 4 (28) 
b. Telephone banking service is easy to use. 1 2 3 4 (29) 
c. Telephone banking service is efficient. 1 2 3 4 (30) 
d. It is more comfortable to carry out my banking transactions at home/office. 1 2 3 4 (31) 
e. Telephone banking service is reliable. 1 2 3 4 (32) 
f. A lot of financial information can be obtained through telephone banking 1 2 3 4 (33) 
service. 
g. It is safer to do my banking transaction by myself over the telephone. 1 2 3 4 (34) 
h. Since all telephone banking transactions are automatic, there will he more 1 2 3 4 (35) 
privacy. 
1 
i. I can save a lot of time by carrying out my banking transaction over the 1 2 3 4 (36) 
phone. 
j. Telephone banking service gives me flexibility because I can have my 1 2 3 4 (37) 
banking transaction done even after business hours. 
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Part 3 一 Psychographics Statements 
12. The following statements describe you. Please state your degree of 
agreement for each statement by putting a '1' if you strongly agree with 
the statement, giving a，2，if you agree with the statement, marking a 
，3，if you disagree with the statement and putting a，4，if you strongly 
disagree with the statement. 
a. Your friends and neighbors often come to you for advice about financial 1 2 3 4 (38) 
matters. 
b. You often influence what your friends do with their money. 1 2 3 4 (39) 
c. You like to talk to your friends about financial matters. 1 2 3 4 (40) 
d. You are usually the first among your friends to try a new product in the 1 2 3 4 (41) 
market. 
e. When you see a new brand on the shelf, you often buy it just to see what it 1 2 3 4 (42) 
is like. 
f. You like to take risks. 1 2 3 4 (43) 
g. You think you have more self-confidence than most people. 1 2 3 4 (44) 
h. You are more independent than most people. 1 2 3 4 (45) 
i. You like to be considered a leader. 1 2 3 4 (46) 
j. You think you have a lot of personal abilities. 1 2 3 4 (47) 
1. You cannot tolerate queueing up for a long time to make payment. 1 2 3 4 (48) 
m. You always think that you do not have enough time to spend. 1 2 3 4 (49) 
n. You always shop in places where you can save time. 1 2 3 4 (50) 
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Part 4 一 Demographics Data 
14. What is your sex? (51) 
Male 1 
Female ^ 





50 and above ^ 
16. What is your educational level? (均 
Primary school and below 1 
Form 1 to Form 3 ^ 
Form 4 to Form 5 ^ 
Form 6 to Form 7 ^ 
College and university and above ^ 
17. What is your monthly personal income? (54) 





HK$25,000 and above 6 � 









Others (please specify ) 9 
— “ ~ i 
I 
This is the end of the questionnaire. Thank you very much! 
f 




3甲 . 電話銀行服務使用行為 
i 答案 ~ ~ 編 號 
’1. 1 請問您有沒有聽過 丨 （f) 
j 電 話 銀 行 服 務 呢 ？ j 裏 有 （ 續 答 第 綱 ：：j ^ 
2 . 丨 請 問 您 怎 樣 知 道 
丨電話銀行服務呢？ 墼 潘 惑 - - i 
(可選擇多過一個答案） 電視或電台廣播 2 
銀行內的宣傳單張 —- \ 
銀行月结單內的宣傳單張 -- 乏 
丨銀行職員介紹 —- 5 
I 親戚或朋友 \ —— 6 
I 其他（請說明 ) - 7 
3 . 丨 請 問 您 有 沒 有 用 過 
電識•餘？ P有（續答第 9題） ：：j ^ 
4 . 丨 為 蒡 麼 您 會 使 用 電 話 因為： 
最主要的原因 我需要方便快捷的銀行服務 -- 1 
並按二女序排剥， 
1 = s i i 我需要可靠的銀行服務 —- 2 
2 ：次重碧 
3 二 畫要） 我需要很多的金融資料 一 3 
丨我需要一個舒適的環境來作 
I 我的財務安排 — 4 
我需要安全的銀行服務 —- 5 
我需要保密的銀行服務 — I 6 
我需要隨時處理我的銀行財務— — I 7 
I I 我不經常去銀行 — 8 
我需要簡單的銀行服務 — 9 
I 其他（請說明 ) ！ 10 
‘ — ‘ 
1 
‘ S S i S ‘ i 編號 59 
J 
d 5 . I 請問您通常幾耐用 丨 
I I 一次電話銀行服務昵？ 丨每日最少一次 —— I 
丨 丨每星期二至三次 2 
1 I I 每 星 期 一 次 - - ？ 
I I 每 兩 星 期 一 次 —- 4 
丨 丨 ， 丨每月一次 —— 5 
I 丨其他（請說明 ) - 6 
丨請問以下那些是您最常用 I 。 八 ( 2 0 - 2 5 ) 
I 丨 的 電 話 銀 行 服 務 昵 ？ I 查 詢 戶 口 结 餘 1 
1 丨（請按次序排列， I 戶 口 轉 賬 2 
丨 I 1 二最常用的 I 買 賣 外 — - 3 
I 2 二次常用的 I 查 詢 外 匯 價 位 —- 4 
： 丨 3 二第三常用的） 丨支付信用卡 一 5 
I 査 詢 利 率 —— 6 
I 申 領 月 结 單 
I 申 領 支 票 簿 8 
丨繳付公用事務賬項 
I 定 期 存 款 續 期 _ - 10 
報失信用卡、存款卡等 — 11 
丨 I 止 付 已 發 出 之 支 票 —-
丨開立新戶口 1》 
I 查 詢 有 關 銀 行 服 務 資 料 —- 14 
丨 I 査 詢 黃 金 價 格 —- 15 
I其他（請說明 ) - 16 
7 . 丨 請 問 您 是 否 滿 意 您 —_、廿一 ，0^ *斤〜1,日日、 （严） 
用緊或曾經用過 ！ | f 滿息 __ 1 
的電話銀行服務昵？ 滿零一 （續答第10題） 一 \ 
I 不 滿 意 —— 3 
I 非 常 不 滿 意 —- 4 
8 . I 為 何 您 不 滿 意 您 丨請說明（續答第10題） 
I 用 緊 或 曾 經 用 過 
的電話銀行服務昵？ 
q 請問伊沒有用過電話銀行服 I (27) 
• i S i f t l i i i i i ? 我沒有需要用電話銀行服務— - 1 
b 我不清楚電話銀行服務的功能 — _ I 2 
I 我 現 在 用 緊 的 銀 行 服 務 已 足 夠 — _ I 3 
I 我 不 想 用 電 話 銀 行 服 務 __ I 4 
I 其 他 ( 請 說 明 ) - 5 
i 1 0.1請問您對電話銀行服務 請說明 
！ 丨還有甚麼建議昵？ 
— ~~~ 丨 
I 
.j -
p . 對 電 話 銀 行 服 務 的 態 度 
M 
.j 1 
！ I 問題 丨 答案 I 編號 
h 1 . 1 我現在讀出一些有關電話銀行服務 I + 
： I的句子，當我每讀完一句之後，請講 丨 十 % 
丨出您個人的看法，每一個句子您將會 I 分 不 不 
： I 有！ ^靈選擇，包十分同意，同意， I i • 置 0 
： I不同意，十分不同意） I M 昆__^ a 
‘ 丨電話銀行服務方便使用 丨 1 2 3 4 (28) 
； I電話銀行服務易於操作 1 1 2 3 4 (29) 
電話銀行服務快捷 1 2 3 4 (30) 
» - ： • 
• I在家中或辦公室處理財務較在 ， 
丨 銀行辦理舒服 1 2 3 4 (31) 
I電話銀行服務是可靠的 1 2 3 4 (32) 
丨透過電話銀行服務，可得到很多 。 , 
‘ 金融財經資料 1 2 3 4 (33) 
, I由自己透過電話銀行服務， 1 。 。 力 
1 I 處理財務較為安全 1 2 3 4 (34) 
因電話銀行服務的程序為自動化， 。 。 , 
故保密性較高 、 1 2 3 4 (35) 
‘ I透過電話銀行服務去處理財務， 。 。 , 
能夠節省很多時間 1 2 3 4 (36) 
因電話銀行服務能在非辦公時間進行， 。 , ,。… 








i 丙 . 心 理 變 數 句 子 
i 問 題 i ^ “ •虎 
[ 1 2 . 1我現在讀出一些形容您的 I 1 
1 句子 ,當我每讀完一句之後， I + 
I 請 講 出 您 個 人 的 看 法 ， 每 一 丨 十 $ 
I 個句子您將會有四個選擇，丨 分 2 S 
丨包括：（十分同意，同意，不 丨 同 園 圄 圄 
丨同意，十分不同意） I 意 M M ^ 
丨您的親戚朋友經常徵詢 。 。 , 0。、 
I 您對金融的意見 I I 2 3 4 (38) 
丨您經常影響您的朋友的 。 。 , 
金錢決定 1 2 3 4 1 (39) 
I您喜歡與您的朋友討論 。 。 , 
金融資料 1 2 3 4 I (40) 
1您經常都會比您的朋友 。 。 , 
較早嘗試新事物 1 2 3 4 I (41) 
I當您發現有新產品的時候， 。 。 , .... 
您都會立即買來試 1 1 2 3 4 (42) 
； 您喜歡冒險 1 2 3 4 I (43) 
您認為您比其他人更充滿自信 、 1 2 3 4 1 (44) 
您比其他人較為獨立 1 2 3 4 (45) 
您喜歡被視為領袖 1 2 3 4 (46) 
您相信您有很多過人之處 1 2 3 4 (47) 
您覺得排隊繳費是浪費時間的 1 2 3 4 (48) 
您經常覺得不夠時間使用 1 2 3 4 (49) 
I 您經常到可省時的地方購物 1 2 3 4 (50) 




‘； • , \ . j 
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IT. 個人資料：以下是一些關於閣下個人資料的問題，主要是作為本問卷 ⑴ 
分析之用，所有資料將會保密. 62 
訓 丨問題 j 答案 職 
t 1 3.1 請問您的性別是？ 丨 (51) 
5 _ - 9 
I I 女 - — 2 
: ~ 1 4 . 丨 請問您的年龄是？ I (严） 
I 1 5 - 1 9 — 1 1 
丨 2 0 - 2 9 — 1 2 
丨 丨 30 - 39 — 1 3 
I 丨 40 - 4 9 — 1 4 
I I 5 0 或 以 上 —— 5 
•—- '��_ ‘ ‘ 
h 5 . 請問您的教育程度是？ 甜 ( 空 
； I I 小學或以下 —- 1 
I 丨 丰一至半三 _— I 2 
！ 1 中四至中五 3 
丨 丨 中六至中七 _— 4 
丨 I 大專或以上 —- 5 
j 
I 1 6 . 請問您個人每月入息 (54) 
丨 大约是？ H K $ 4 , 9 9 9 或 以 下 一 1 
： 入 H K $ 5 , 0 0 0 - $ 9 , 9 9 9 —— I 2 
I H K $ 1 0 ， 0 0 0 - $ 1 4 , 9 9 9 _ _ 丨 3 
I H K $ 1 5 ， 0 0 0 - $ 1 9 , 9 9 9 — _ I 4 
I H K $ 2 0 ， 0 0 0 - $ 2 4 , 9 9 9 _ _ I 5 
I H K $ 2 5 , 0 0 0 或 以 上 _ _ 6 
1 7 . 請問您的職業是？ ( f ) 
學生 __ 丄 
丨 家庭主婦 __ 2 
i I 行政人員 —— 3 
I 專業人仕 __ 4 
丨 I 藍領工人 5 
丨 I 經理 /主管 —_ 6 
丨 丨 文員 /秘書 -- 7 
I 丨 講師 /教師 8 
丨 I 其他（請說明 ) - 9 
.1 





INSTRUCTION MANUAL OF BANKLINE 8888 OF STANDARD CHARTERED BANK 63 
•— � “ ‘“1� 
Standard Chartered Bank 
lyB^ a l ^ k L 1 ^ 
Instruction Manual j 
e H I H H r . 
-^V""‘ 
,..、—. -. To talk to our Customer Service Representative, 
r ： || Let your fingers do the bank ing to transfer funds between accounts of different 
0000 I . . , ‘ currencies, or to register your utility account 
MAA I You are at the centre of everything we do, so numbers Ibr payment services, please check the 
_ I saving time for you is very important to us. That's service hours in the inside pages. 
^ ^ • M B V why we've created BankLine 8888 which provides • , , , , 
you with the following phone banking services, Here s how it works： 
24 hours a day： To access any BankLine 8888 service, begin by 
, I P , following these 2 general steps. Then follow 
Account Related Services instructions for the specific services. 
-Account Balance Enquiry . ^ , i 
-Cheque Status Enquiry Step 1) Dia l 886-8888 f rom a tone phone 
-Fund Transfer Step 2) Press to cont inue i n Cantonese 
: S e ^ ^ e b o o S ' S m e n t Request Press 0 to cont inue i n Engl ish 
G e n e r a l Rates E n q u i r y Note: Onceyou have etfrecj the，ankLine严8 service 
-Exchanee Rates input your Moneyltnk Card number, Credit 
npno<;ir Card number, or Business Phone Banking number and 
； . Le t t i ng Rates 厂 顶 , i s HO need for you to input these 
-GolderUink Prices numbers again when you request other services. If, by 
: mistake, you key in a wrong number during the process, 
Cred i t C a r d Services Press IS and key in your numbers again. 
-Credit Card Balance Enquiry 广— ^ . . , . . . . j 
-Payment Enquiry f . • Account Related Services - Press Q . ‘ ： ； 
-Credit Card Payment | • - ' …一 . . . " 
-Statement/Form Request B 1) Press Q for Account Related Services 
TIN Change L^mBBBV 2) Enter your 17-digit Money l i nk Card 
, ® number , l6-digit Credit Card number , or 
Report Lost Moneyl ink/Credi t Card 9-digit Business Phone Bank ing n umbe r 
^ „ . „ . 3) Enter your 6-digit TIN (Telephone I 
T ^ to Customer Service Representatives Idemi f lca t ion Number ) 
-Stop Cheque Payment 
-Information on bank products or services 八'。"'If one of these numbers is incorrect, you will be ； 
• asked to input again. To protect your account from 
t § , 
. … — — 1 」):^> 
里‘ 
, f丨 
unauthorized entry，if the wrong number is entered three [「Q t Cheque Status Enquiry - Press 0 
times in a row, the call will be discomwcted. Should this 乙 \ . - ^ ^ c 
happen to you, call the BankLine 8888 number again I L - J D Press 0 to enquire about the status of 
and Press © to speak to a Customer Service any cheques issued from your Standard : 
… , r ^ Chartered Bank current account 
Represemauve. 2) Enter the last 4 digits of your bank account i 
4) Select service � number | 
Account Balance Enquiry - Press fTl 3) Enter the complete cheque number 
广 1 ^ 4) At this point you will be intormed of the status 
Cheque Status Enquiry - Press ^f the cheque in question. Then you can 
Fund Transfer - Press 0 choose to： 
- Ask for the status of another cheque 
Utility Bill Payment - Press • (p.ess Q and begin at Step 2 above) 
Chequebook/Statement Request - Press _ select another service a
一 Account Balance Enquiry - Press Q (Press 0 and follow instructions for service) 
―一 . Talk with a Customer Service Representative 
1) Press Q to f ind your account balance (press f ^ ) 
� 2) E n ^ ^ h e last 4 digits of your bank account E n ? y o ^ connection to BankLine 8888 
j 3) At this point the computer will tell you the (Press 0 ) 
i balance. After that you can choose to： . . • - • • •-； 
•‘ - Ask for the balance of another account [f O \ Fund Transfer - Press 因 
； ( P f s s Q and begin at Step 2 above) II ^ I p.ess _ to transfer funck between accounts 
-Select p o t h e r service ^ ^ For transfer between accounts of the same 
(Press [8J and follow instructions for service) currency： 
� - Talk with a Customer Service Representative 1) Enter the last 4 digits of the account 
number you wish to transfer from 
(Press 1[0J ) 2) Enter the last 4 digits of the account 
-End your connection to BankLine 8888 number you wish to transfer to 
(Press ) 3) Enter the amount in full dollars and 
Press 0 i ！ 
f、尔. 广.&丨 
‘ 丨」_ — • 
-- "W'^ ！ 
,, , . C . 4) Enter the amount in full dollars and 
4) — e . ^ 1 1 ；CqP二： i n fo謹uon - 0 (If fund transfer Is made on a day 
. press m to c o n - the traction 二 二 
Press 0 to cancel amount will be equivalent to HK$400,000.) 
I 5) At this point the computer will confirm if the 5) The computer will repeat the information you 
‘ transaction has been accepted. Now you can just entered. Then you may： 
choose to： Press 丨 0 if the information is correct 
-Perform another Fund Transfer transaction g ^ cancel 
(Press 0 and begin at Step 1 above) ThTcoSpJuer wut tell you the exchange rate 1 
-Select p o t h e r service 「。「the transaction. Then you may： ij 
(Press l i j a nd follow instructions for service) Press 0 to confirm the transaction j 
-Talk with a Customer Service Representative ^ � Press ！i*J to cancel i 
U-ressii^; « … 7 ) At this point the computer will confirm if the ； 
-End your connection to BankLine 8888 transaction has been accepted. After that you 
(Press can choose to� . 
-Perform another Fund Transfer transaction 
二 ( P r e s s m - begin a. Step 1 above) 
Kong Doll瓜 Service houni； Monday - Friday - Select another service ： 
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. and Saturday 9:00 a.m. - (Press 0 and follow instructions for service) ； 
! )°^nter the last 4 digits of the account - Talk with a Customer Service Representative 
！ number you wish to transfer from (Press 面 ) 
！ 2) Enter the last 4 digits of the account End your connection to BankLine 8888 j 
number you wish to transfer to ^ ^ ’ 
！ 3) Select transaction currency (Press ； ) ； 
i Press a if the transaction is to be carried f f ^ utility Bill Payment - Press 0 ； 
I out in the currency of the account you wish to K I ‘ , 
transfer from II。遍 1) P r e s s '圆 forUtmty Bill Payment. To pay i 
j Press 面 if the transaction is to be carried vour utility bills, you must first perform a one-
out in the currency of the account you wish to Ume registration of each of your utility account 
I transfer to numbers through BankLine 8888. 
_ pjl- Ld 
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一 ^ 
2) Select service ： - Talk with a Customer Service Representative 
Register utility account number - Press 0 (Press • ) . 
Pay utility bill - Press 面 _ End y o ^ connection to Banklane 8888 
Cancel utility account number registered (Press l|9j ) 
: - P r e s s O [ f ^ P a y U d l i t y B i U . P r e s s 0 ' ； 1 
• • - • 已 I 、 • • … _ i 
Register Utility Account Number :,‘:】 1) press [2] to pay your utility bill 
-Press 0 : j 2) Enter the last 4 digits of the account 
" ‘ • ' number you wish to transfer from 
1) Press to register your utility account 3) Select utility type： 
number for payment service. (Service hours Hong Kong and China Gas - Press ！]JJ 
2) ^ e c f u S J t y ^ e ? “ 口 瓜 C h i n a Light & Power - Press • 
Hong Kong and China Gas - Press Q Hongkong Electric - Press 0 
China Light & Power-Press m Hongkong Telephone � r e s s • 
„ , r, . r^  (rm 4) If you have more than one account registered 
Hongkong Electric - Press [3j under the same utility type, you will have to 
Hongkong Telephone - Press • enter the last 4 digits of the utUity account 
3) Enter the utility account number in full number . , _ , 』 … … 
4) The computer will repeat the information you 5) If you are paying your Hongkong Telephone 
just entered. Then yiu may： bill, you wiH have to enter the 2-digit Bm 
‘ f ^ r. , Type number as printed on the upper right 
Press y j to confirm the registration .^��^^ corner of your telephone bill. 
Press 0 to cancel 6) For Hong Kong and China Gas, China Light & 
5) At this point the computer will confirm if the Power and Hongkong Electric bills, enterthe , 
registration has been accepted. Now you can amount of payment m full dollars and ！ 
choose to： then Press 因 
-Register another Utility Account Number ‘ For Hongkong Telephone bill, enter the i 
(Press Q and begin at Step 2 above) i amount of payment first in doUa^P rcss ； 
i - Select another service | 因，a n d then in cents , and Press @ 
！ (Press 面 and follow instructions for service) ‘ 
！ ‘ 
� M 
‘* ^  二 . —. — 
• _ “ - � 
； 赞 t 
I ^ ^ V W W W W W W V V V W W V W W V A A ^ J / V V V W W V V W W ^ A A A A A n A A A A A A A ^ 
7) The computer will repeat the information you Hongkong Electric - Press 0 
just entered. Then you may： Hongkong Telephone - Press |[4j 
Press n to confirm the payment 3) Enter the utility account number in full | 
^ 4) The computer will repeat the information you 
Press Ijjy to cancel just entered. Then you may： | 
8 ) 》 二 。 = = = 口 丨 丨 P ^ s s H CO confirm the cancellation | 
choose to： Press @ to cancel the instruction j 
- P a y another Utility Bill 5) At this point the computer will confirm if the 
(Press 0 and begin at Step 2 above) cancellation has been accepted. Now you can 
-Select p o t h e r service - CancJranother UtiUty Account Number 
(Press 0 and follow � � � n s f ^ - c ^ . Registered (Press Q and begin at Step 2 
-Talk with a Customer Service Representative , ^ & ^ 
fr^、 above) 
(Press |0J ) - Select another service 
-End y o ^ connection to Bankl ine 8888 (Press 0 a n d follow instructions for seivice) 
(Press |9J ) Xalk with a Customer Service Representative 
Your utility account will be credited within four (Press ) 
business days. - End your connect ion to Bankline 8888 i 
i r O I �- Cancel UtiUty Account Number R e g i s t e ^ a (Press [9J ) 
i 屋 P r e s s jT) , . “ -a' ^ v … . . . . " • ： - ： - ： — ; 
：二‘一— ^ -.“'、.-.---•、二 : . + . . 、 “ 一 「 广 I ；. Chequebook/Statement Request - Press |[61 ： 
1) Press 0 to cancel utiHty account number _ chequebook or Statement 
registered. Please cancel any utility account w T 
number that is no longer applicable. (Service Request 
hours： 8:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m. daily) 2) Select service： ‘ 
2) Select utility type： Chequebook Request - Press fT) 
Hong Kong and China Gas - Press Q Statement Request - Press 国 
China Light & Power - Press ^ 
P、/0 _ f , / I 
. . . . . . . • • . • - -— — •• 
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m 一 Chequebook Request-Press 0 丨 -End your connection to BankLine 8888 ! 
" ‘ ....:..:,-」 (Press • ) 
1) Press y j to request a new chequebook 
2) Exifer the last 4 digits of your bank account ( r « General Rates Enquiry - Press 面 
number f j I 
3) At this point the computer will confirm that your ^ ^ I l ) Press (jTj to access the whole range of 
request has been accepted. The chequebook I different rates 
will be sent to your correspondence address 2) Select type of rates-
within one week. Then you can choose to� Exchange Rates - Press Q 
-Select another service -v 
f = Deposit Rates - Press . 
(Press _ and follow instructions for service) 
^ Lending Rates - Press • 
-Talk with a Customer Service Representative 
^ Goldenlink Prices - Press m 
(Press 0 ) U 
-End your connection to BankLine 8888 f -j | Exchange Rates - Press 0 
(Press 0 ) 丨 1 I 1) Press Q to get Exchange Rates 
fr 4 - ‘ (r^ 2) Press the number in brackets to get the j 
「 ？ I Statement Request - Press • 了〔 j specific rate you want： 
^ ― ^ 1) Press ^ to request a current mon th US Dollar (Press Q ) 
statement Canadian Dollar (Press 丨面) 
2) Enter^hc last 4 digits of your bank account sterling Pound (Press g ) ) 
3) At this point the computer will confirm that your Australian Dollar (Press Q ) 
request has been accepted. The statement will 、 ， ” , , ,, f fn、 
be sent to your correspondence address within New Zealand Dollar (Press [Sj ) 
a few days. Then you can choose to： 3) For other Exchange Rates, Press 面 
-Select another service /,) press the number in brackets to get 
(Press 園 and follow instructions for service) specific rates： 
-Talk with a Customer Service Representative Deutsche Mark (Press ( Q ) 
(Press • ) 
• — f j i — . � ) ' 5 
. .‘ . . . . - - • • 
_ — — I • . , 
\ ； 
W V W W W V V V V V V V V W W V W K A A A A i U r W f W V W W V W ^ A / W W V W W ^ ^ U ^ A M 
_ ‘ i 
二 I 
Japanese Yen (Press 0 ) • Sterling Pound (Press 0 ) j 
Swiss Franc (Press 0 ) Australian Dollar (Press 0 ) j 
1 European Currency Unit (Press 0 ) New Zealand Dollar (Press 0 ) � 
i Singapore Dollar (Press 0 ) Hong Kong Dollar (Press 0 ) 
i Malaysian Ringgitt (Press 0 ) 3) For other Deposit Rates, Press 0 
！ 5) At this point you will hear the rates you asked 4) Press the number below to get the specific 
I for. Now you can choose to： deposit rate you want： 1 
‘ -Make another Exchange Rate Enquiry Deutsche Mark (Press Q ) | 
i (Press 0 ) Japanese Yen (Press 面 ) j 
I - Make other Rates Enquiry Swiss Franc (Press 面 ) 
j (Press ( ^ ) European Currency Unit (Press 0 ) 
1 . Select another service 5) At this point you will hear the rates you asked 
i (Press 0 a n d follow instructions for sen^ice) for. Now you can choose to： . | 
！ .V, U _ _ - Make another Deposit Rate Enquiry | 
-Talk with a Customer Service Representative i 
I (Press 0 ) (Press 0 ) 丨 
！ - End your connection to BankLine 8888 - Make other Rates Enquiry 
(Press 0 ) (Press • ) 
- Select another service 
I \{ n \ Deposit Rates - Press 0 : (Press 0 a n d follow instructions for service) 
l i ^ J 1) Press to access Deposit Rates - Talk with a Customer Service Representative 
2) Press the number below to get the specific | (Press 0 ) 
deposit rate you want： | - End your connect ion to BankLine 8888 
US Dollar (Press Q ) f (Press 0 ) 
Canadian Dollar (Press |[2j) I ^ 
• % 
• L'l 
. , - • - — ^^  t 
— — 
m : 
•’ I • 
「 q 1 Lending Rates - Press • 、 f r T " — ^ Credit Card Services - Press • . ：二 ；：丄：丄 
yj I .....J • iii ….,.‘.一、•》一.W 
1) Press for current Lending Rates 匪 i ) Press 面 for Credit Card Services 
2) At this point you will hear the Prime Rate and I ^ H h J 2) Enter your 17-digit Moneyl ink Card 
j thd Standard Mortgage Rate. Now you can number or l6-digit Credit Card number 
‘ choose to： (not available to Business Phone Banking ： 
-Make other Rates Enquiry customers) 
(Press Q ) 3) Enter your 6 - d i g i t ™ | 
^ 4) Select service： ！ 
.-Select p o t h e r service credk Card Balance Enquiry - Press Q ！ 
(Press E l a nd follow instructions for service) Pay^enr Enquiry - Press • i： 
- ； 业 C u s t o m e r Service Representative Credit Card Payment - Press 0 ‘ 
(Press m I 
_ , . „ , ” Statement/Form Request - Press 
. E n d y o g connection to BankLxne 8 8 8 8 Report lost Credit Card/Talk to Card Centre ：! 
(Press [9J) Customer Service Reprek-ntatives - Press 0 ！ 
\ A I Goldenl ink Pnces - Press 1[D ( f ^ ^ Credit Card Balance Enquiry - Press Q 
^T I , • . " I I •‘•—— * '^ -'--•‘―— 
' ' , 1 ) Press 0 for current Goldenlink Prices j II ‘ 1 j ) press Q to find your Credit Card balance 
2) Once you have your Goldenlink Prices, you can；. j 2) Enter the last 4 digits of your Credit Card 
- M A C other Rates Enquiry ！ 3) T ^ ' c o m p u r ^ l l tell you your Credit Card 
(Press ) ； balance and your available credit limit as of the 
-Sclect another service j P广vious business day. After that you can 
丨 choose to： 
(Press [ 0 and follow instructions for service) | . ^sk for the balance of another Credit 
-Talk with a Customer Service Representative Card account 
(Press 四 ） (Press 0 a n d begin at Step 2 above) 
-End your connection to Bankl ine 8888 
(Press • ) I 
. 广,〒 
• - - . . • _ 
‘ • •ti^'C^if^ 
•j::: I . ！ 
i V W W W V V W W V V V W W ^ A A A A A A A M y ^ ^ V V W W V V W W W W W V V W V A A A A ^ ^ 
-Select another service _ 运 越 ^ : 
(Press fjTjand follow instructions for sen/ice) IL^iHaJ 1) Press 0 to make Credit Card payment ；; 
-Talk with a Card Centre Customer Service 2) Enter the last 4 digits of the account \ 
: 、 number you wish to transfer from 
i Representative (Press |[0J ) 3) Enter the last 4 digits of the Credit Card i 
-End your connection to Bankl ine 8888 account number you wish to transfer to j 
(Press 0 ) 4) Enter the amount in full dollars and Press | 
. V The payment amount can be rounded 
f ^ down to the nearest dollar and no interest will 
I 么 b e charged. 
； ILmbJ 1) Press for payment enquiry 5 ) j h e computer will repeat the information you 
； 2) Enter the last 4 digits of your Credit Card just entered. Then you may： 
• account number press 0 to confirm the transaction ； 
3) The computer will tell you your statement date, 
balance, payment due date, and minimum Press ([^ y to cancel 
payment amount as shown on your last 6) At this point the computer will confirm if the 
statement, and also the amount and date of the transaction has been accepted. After that you 
last payment you made. After that you can can.choose to： 
choose to： - Perform another Credit Card Payment 
-Make another Payment Enquiry (Press (fT)and begin at Step 2 above) 
(Press n and begin at Step 2 above) - Select p o t h e r service 
-Select another service (P ress0and � l�w.:ins?cdons forserjice) 
-Talk with a Card Centre Customer Service 
(Press lUand follow instructions for service) Representative (Press 0 ) 
-Talk with a Card Centre Customer Service . End your connection to Bank l ine 8888 
Representative 
(Press 0 ) (Press • ) 
-End your connection to Bankl ine 8888 
(Press 0 ) 
-.—.…—-.--. — 
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I 
m ^^^MmmMM^ _ 画 S S S S ^ ^ S S ^ ： 
1) Press • to request a copy o f you r last ？ -Press _ " … 、 
statement or var ious types o f app l i ca t ion ] “ ；^ ' , 广 广 . i 
i f o rms 1) Press 0 to report lost Credit Card (24 ； 
‘ 2) Select service： ! hours ) or speak w i t h your Card Centre 
j Customer Service Representative*. Your 
： Statement - Press y j ； Card Centre Customer Service Representative 
Direct Debit Authorization Form - Press m | will answer your enquiries on Credit Card 
‘ Application Form for Credit Limit Increase Products and services. 
I Supplementary Card, or Credit Card with ATM * Service hours： 
； Facilities - Press ^ Monday - Saturday 8:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m. 
last 4 digits o f your Credit Card account 驅 縫 • « , 竹、t 
n u m b e r 1) Press 0 to change your TIN 
4) The computer will confirm that your request has 2) Enter your 17-<ligit Money l ink Card number, i 
been accepted. The statement or form will be l6-<iigit Credit Card number, or 9-<iigit 
sent to your correspondence address within a Business Phone Banking number 
few days. Then you can choose to： j 3) Enter your existing 6-digit TIN 
-Make ano ther Sta tement /Form Request 4) Enter your new 6-digit TIN. Make up a new 
(Press 0 and begin at Step 2 above) one using any 6 nun^^ers you like , 
^ 5) Enter your new TIN again 
-Select another scrvice 6) At this point your TIN： has been changed. Now 
(Press 圆 and follow instructions for service) you can choose to： ：| 
T ” 广 广 〜 广 ‘ c - Selcct another service | 
-Talk with a Cam Centre Customer Service , ^ ,, . ^ r^^ J 
(Press g j a n d follow instructions for .service) 
Representative (Press g ) ) Talk with a Customer Servicc Representative 
-End your connect ion to BankLine 8888 (Press 四 ) 'j 
(Press 0 ) j 
_ F ^ —. 
- E n d your connec t ion to BankLine 8888 
(Press g]) 
i l i i i i i i^ l i i f 1) press 0 to report lost Moneylixik/Credit 
Card (24 hours ) or speak w i t h your 
Customer Service Representative* 
Your Customer Sendee. Representative can help 
you to： 
-Stop cheque payment 
-Get information on any bank product or 
service 
• Service hours： 
Monday - Friday 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
V 遍 End your call • Press 0 
I 1) To end your connection at any lime to BankLine 
8888, Press • 
P、"， 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A COMPARISON OF PENETRATION OF TELEPHONES 
OF SELECTED COUNTRIES, ASIA REGION IN 1990 
Country Telephones (’000) Persons Per Telephone 
China 12,735 
Hong Kong 3,280 IJ_ 
Japan 66,636“ 
Korea, South 15,736 2J 
Macau _ m ^A 
Malaysia 2,023 ^ 
Philippines 1,047 ^ 
Singapore 1,200^ ^ 
Taiwan 7,835。 ^ 
Thailand 1,000^ 53.0^ 
Source : "Britannica Book of the Year 1993", p.840-845. 






TELEPHONE BANKING SERVICES THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY 
/ 
Name of Telephone 
Name of Bank Telephone Number 
Banking Service 
Bank of China Group 
Bank of Communications Telephone 6841888 
Kincheng Banking Corporation Banking Service (Cantonese) 
Nanyang Commercial Bank Ltd. 6841889 
Yien Yieh Commercial Bank Ltd. (Mandarin) 
Bank of East Asia East Asia Phone 8355835' 
Banking Service 
Chase Bank-By-Phone 8810888^ 
Citibank CitiTouch Service 8600333''^  












Hongkong Bank AssetVantage 7483288。 
Account 
Standard Chartered Bank BankLine 8888 8868888" 
Shanghai Commercial Bank Ltd. Shacom 3091952^ 
Phonebanking 
Service 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T H E RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EDUCATION LEVEL A N D AWARENESS OF 
‘ T E L E P H O N E BANKING SERVICE IN HONG KONG 
I Awareness of Telephone Banking 
i Service in Hong Kong 
！ . 
Education Level 





I Primary school and below 0 1 1 
i (%) 0.0% 0.6% 0.6% 
I 
i 
Form 1 to Form 3 5 1 6 
(%) 3.1% 0.6% 3.7% 
！ Form 4 to Form 5 26 4 30 
丨 （％) 1 6 . 0 % 2 . 5 % 1 8 . 5 % 
I Form 6 to Form 7 18 0 IS 
(%) 11.1% 0.0% 11.1% 
College and university and above 101 6 107 
(%) 62.3% 3.7% 66.0% 
Chi —square: 16.73142 Degree of Freedom = 4 Significance:0.00218 
85 
TABLE 10 
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILES OF TELEPHONE BANKING SERVICE USERS 




Sample Size 43.3 56.7 
Sex 
Male 52.4 47.6 
Female 36.8 63.2 
Ages 
15-19 years 0.0 100.0 
20-29 years 45.7 54.3 
30-39 years 38.6 61.4 
40-49 years 50.0 50.0 
50 and above 50.0 50.0 
Education 
Primary and lower 0.0 0.0 
Form 1 to Form 3 60.0 40.0 
Form 4 to Form 5 46.2 53.8 
Form 6 to Form 7 33.3 66.7 
College, university and above 43.6 56.4 
Monthly Personal Income in HK$ 
HK$4,999 and below 70.0 30.0 
HK$5,000-HK$9,999 40.7 59.3 
HK$10,000-HK$14,999 44.2 55.8 
HK$15,000-HK$19,999 41.0 59.0 
HK$20,000-HK$24,999 33.3 66.7 
HK$25,000 and above 43.8 56.2 
Occupation 
S t u d e n t ^ 3 . 6 3 6 . 4 
H o u s e w i f e 1 0 0 . 0 C . O 
Executive 从 5 队 5 
Professional 37.8 62.2 
Blue Collar 33.3 66.7 
Manager/Supervisor 53.8 46.2 
Clerk/Secretary 42.9 57.1 
Lecturer/Teacher 33.3 66.7 
O t h e r s ^ 3 . 8 4 6 . 2 
The differences were significant (chi-square test) at the 0.1 level for education. Other 
demographic characteristics were not significant. 
86 
TABLE 10 
T H E RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GENDER A N D USE OF 
‘ TELEPHONE BANKING SERVICE 
I Use of Telephone Banking Service 
I in Hong Kong 
i Gender 
Yes No Total 
Male 33 30 65 
(%) 22.0% 20.0% 42.0% 
Female 32 55 87 
(%) 21.3% 36.7% 58.0% 
Chi —square=3.62102 Degree of Freedom = 1 Significance=0.05705 
87 
TABLE 7 
T H E RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OCCUPATION A N D USAGE FREQUENCY 
I Usage Frequency 
I 
Occupation once or less than Total 
more per once per 
week week 
！ 
Student 2 5 7 
(%) 3.2% 7.9% 11.1% 
Housewife 1 1 2 
(%) 1.6% 1.6% 3.2% 
Executive 2 8 10 
(%) 3.2% 12.7% 15.9% 
Professional 7 7 14 
(%) 11.1% 11.1% 22.2% 
Blue Collar 1 C 1 
(%) 1.6% 0.0% 1.6% 
Manaeer/Supei-visor 5 2 7 
(%) 7.9% 3.2% 11.1% 
Clerk/Secretary 1 13 
(%) 1.6% 20.6% 22.2% 
Lecturei/Teacher O i l 
(%) 0.0% 1.6% 1.6% 
Others 1 ^ 7 
(%) 1.6% 9.5% 11.1% 








1. I do not need to use telephone banking service. 30 36.1% 
I 
2. I do not know clearly the functions of telephone banking 24 28.9% 
service. 
3. The existing banking service that I have is sufficient. 20 24.1% 
4. I do not want to use telephone banking service. 5 6.0% 
5. Others 1 




CUSTOMERS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS TELEPHONE BANKING SERVICE 
Mean Response^ 
Statement f T T ^ 
Users Non-users Difference 
(n = 65) (n = 85) in Means 
It is convenient to use telephone banking 1.62 1.99 0.31 
service/ 
Telephone banking service is easy to use." 1.92 2.11 0.19 
Telephone banking service is efficient." 1.71 2.00 0-23 
It is more comfortable to carry out my banking 1.55 1.82 .21 
transactions at home/office.'' 
Telephone banking service is reliable/ O M 
A lot of financial information can be obtained 2.23 2.42 0.19 
through telephone banking service. 
It is safer to do my banking transaction by 2.44 2.58 0.14 
myself over the telephone. 
Since all telephone banking transactions are 2.52 2.47 0.05 
automatic, there wil l be more privacy. 
I can save a lot of time by carrying out my 1.45 1.81 0.36 
banking transaction over the phone." 
Telephone banking service gives me flexibility 1.45 1.71 0.26 
because I can have my banking transaction 
done even after business hours." | I 
a Indicates a significant difference (p < 0.05) between the mean responses of users and 
non-users of telephone banking services. 
b Response format used a four-point scale where 1 二 strongly agree, 2 二 agree, 
3 二disagree, and 4 = strongly disagree, thus, the lower the mean response, the more 
agreement with the statement. 
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TABLE 10 





1. Telephone banking service gives me flexibility because I can have 0.84556 
my banking transaction done even after business hours. 
2. I can save a lot of time by carrying out my banking transaction over 0.77695 
the phone. 
3. It is more comfortable to carry out my banking transactions at home/ 0.71085 
office. 
B. Time Saving: 
1. Telephone banking service is easy to use. 0.80734 
2. It is convenient to use telephone banking service. 0.78649 
3. Telephone banking service is efficient. 0.65769 
C. Perceived Advantage: 
1. It is safer to do my banking transaction by myself over the telephone. 0.82066 
2. Since all telephone banking transactions are automatic, there will be 0.79427 
more privacy. 
I 3. Telephone banking service is reliable. 0.54046 
4 A lot of information can be obtained through telephone banking 0.46703 






ATTITUDINAL CHARACTER IST ICS OF TELEPHONE B A N K I N G SERV ICE 
USERS A N D N O N - U S E R S 
j “ Telephone Telephone 
i Banking Banking 
Attitudinal Factors'-^ Service Service t—value p-value 
Users No n-users 
Accessibility 1-4844 1.7821 -4.14 0.000 
Time Saving 1.7692 2.0411 -3.89 0.000 
Perceived Advantages 2.3468 2.5387 -2.53 0.013 
a The three attitudinal factors were derived from the factor analysis on ten attitudinal statements 
concerning telephone banking services. For details of the statements, please refer to Table 10. 
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TABLE 10 
F A C T O R ANALYSIS O N T H E PSYCHOGRAPHIC ITEMS 
— — 1 
, 1 r 
Statements Loadings 
A. Financial Opinion Leadership: 
1. Your friends and neighbors often come to you for advice about U.劝00b 
financial matters. m</ ioo 
2. You often influence what your friends do with their money ^二二二 
3. You like to talk to your friends about financial matters. 0.7卯lb 
B. Risk Taking: n • 川 
1 • You are usually the first among your friends to try a new product in 
the market. ^ ooio/i 
2. When you see a new brand on the shelf, you often buy it just to see U.胁 194 
what it is like. 
3. You like to take risks. at)U4(Di 
C. Self Confidence: 
1. You think you have more self-confidence than most people. 二 二 Q 
2. You are more independent than most people. 二 二 
3. You like to be considered a leader. f g 二 3 
4. You think you have a lot of personal abilities. U. / / I b l 
D. Time consciousness: 门…飞 
1 You cannot tolerate queueiiig up for a long time to make payment. U./WZ3 
2. You often consider that you do not have sufficient time to spend. ^ ^ 
3. You always shop in places where you can save time. 0.73595 
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TABLE 10 
P S Y C H O G R A P H I C S C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S OF T E L E P H O N E B A N K I N G S E R V I C E 
USERS A N D N O N - U S E R S 
Telephone t e l e p h ^ 
’ Banking Banking 
Psychographic Factors'^ Service Service t—value p-value 
^ Users__ Non-users 
F i誦 c i a l Opinion Leadership 2.9692 3.0353 -0.71 0.476 
Risk Taking 2.6875 2.8492 -2.12 0.036 
Self Confidence 2.3669 2.4912 -1.55 0.123 
Time Consciousness 1.6927 1.9843 -3.44 0.001 
a The four psychographic factors were derived from the factor analysis on thirteen psychographic 
statements. For details of the statements, please refer to Table 12. 
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